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College Composition and Communication challenge them to apply these forms flexibly in a variety of academic situations. Finally, by drawing on research in educational and cognitive psychology,2 our system takes advantage of a schema suggested by several theoretical perspectives toward reading and learning3 and creativity.4 But while psychological theory has identified a hierarchy of cognitive operations and thus suggested an order for sequencing writing tasks, we treat this order merely as an initial framework, one from which to depart freely as needs arise. And rather than running students through a sequence of assignments in a linear or overly literal way (presumably in ever-increasing gradations of difficulty), we attempt to structure assignments recursively, so that even as students move on to more complex tasks, they find themselves increasingly capable of turning back profitably to those expository strategies they already have begun to master.
Before Mike Rose established this program, he surveyed the campus to determine UCLA's actual undergraduate writing tasks ("When Faculty Talk About Writing," College English, November, 1979, pp. 272-79). Overwhelmingly expository, most of these quizzes, examinations, reports, and papers seemed to reduce to eight basic "schema" or "superframes"-eight activities that all of us use to process information and make meaning. Arranged hierarchically from simple to more complex activities, they are, for the most part, the ones we see under the heading of "Exposition" in most composition textbooks. Still, there were a few surprises:
(1) Listing. An examination form which at its simplest calls for the rote display of memorized items (sample questions: "List the functions of the liver," "What are the characteristics of igneous rocks?"). But listing can also serve as the backbone of more complex essays (the list would provide distinct paragraph topics for requests like "List and explain five differences in the attitudes toward Indians held by New England settlers and Russian traders" or "Delineate the areas in which Glazer and Moynihan have changed their views in the most recent edition of Beyond the Melting Pot").
(2) Definition. Also both a short answer form and the basis of more extensive essays. Many examinations call for a formulaic definition which places the term to be defined in a class and then lists enough differentiating features to distinguish it from other members of its class ("Define mitosis," "What is synecdoche?"). But often definition is expected to furnish the structure for some extended inquiry ("Define the idea of the American Adam and apply it to Huck Finn"). At its most demanding a definition assignment calls for recognition of how problematic defining can be ("What is a romance? Explain why the stories in Winesburg, Ohio are, or are not, romances, " or "Define and evaluate 'the discouraged worker' hypothesis as an influence on labor participation"). But usually analysis also requires an application of some theoretical framework to the object in question. Sometimes that framework consists of concepts implicit in a discipline (the concept of "competing interests" in political science, for example, or, in astronomy, the cosmological principle of "uniformity"); more often in college writing it also employs the interpretive methods of a specific school or thinker as a model ("Analyze Dora's dream from Freud's perspective"; "Analyze the effects of the San Francisco earthquake according to elastic rebound theory"; "Do a semiological analysis of a local foodstore"; "Discuss the Miami riots in light of one or more of the theories of civil disobedience you have read this semester"). An effective analysis will usually employ the special vocabulary of the field or theorist. With the exception of the final category, "argument," which seems not so much more complex as more transactional in its aims, these types correspond, roughly, to the intellectual hierarchies of the cognitive psychologists. According to most generalized cognitive models, listing is simpler than defining, which is in turn easier than abstracting sequential relationships. But abstract steps are easier to grasp than abstract categories, so seriation is not so demanding as classification. Abstracting key ideas from their context via summary seems an even more selective operation, though not so demanding as comparison, which must bring together two or more arrays of such selections. Finally, analysis is more difficult than all the others because it must move back and forth across great cognitive distance, seeking to attach airy generalizations to unwieldy data. But, as our earlier descriptions are meant to suggest, these activities do not remain so tractable in their actual classroom contexts, where a simple comparison can be easier than a slippery definition. Each writing activity contains gradations of difficulty so that no one activity is invariably simpler or more difficult than others.
What advantages follow, then, from organizing a composition course according to this developmental sequence? It certainly offers a more than impressionistic order for moving students firmly through a number of relatively simple expository assignments to a number of relatively complex ones. (Even the ordering of the sequence is not absolutely rigid but can bend in favor of teaching preferences, as it does for us when, primarily for the sake of reading skills, we teach summary before classification.) However, above and beyond the benefits of a master sequence that builds in complexity, we recognize two further, and potentially greater, advantages. First, a format including exercises that are preliminary and supplementary to full-blown assignments provides excellent opportunities for sequencing gradations within each writing type. Second, as we move, during a term or a year, from definition to seriation to summary to classification to comparison/contrast to analysis and then beyond into argument, we discover that we are moving not only forwards but circularly backwards, reinforcing and recouping our previous gains as we call upon the earlier writing strategies in service of the later ones. Hence the claim to recursiveness in our title.
Perhaps the fertility and flexibility of the system, as we have modified and fleshed it out in our own classes, can be illustrated by the following chart of assignments:5
Simple

Definition
After reading a paragraph, define a word by finding a synonym within the paragraph ("organism" is a "living system").
Intermediate
After reading the first chapter of Theodora Kroeber's Ishi in Two Worlds, construct a definition of the term "perspective" by placing it in a class, specifying its differentiating features, and giving several clarifying examples that illustrate the term's range.
Difficult
After reading Peter Singer's introductory pages to The Expanding Circle, redefine the term "ethics" according to his perspective.
Seriation
After taking notes on your instructor's lecture about the stages of infant development, make a numbered list of these stages.
Summary
Construct a summary of the article about nuclear power by abstracting its key sentences and connecting them by means of appropriate transitions.
Classification
Explain the classification system that structures the essay about ecology. Evaluate these four theories about violence as a way of accounting for the punk rock violence described in the following essay.
The assignments in the left-hand column are manageable as in-class exercises, as practice in pre-writing, or as overnight homework assignments, while most of those in the right hand column lend themselves to more developed treatment, including revision. The chart is meant to convey some of the range of activities covered by each type; it is not meant to suggest the total number of assignments. What it cannot convey are the fine gradations of difficulty attainable within each of the major types. To do that, we need a different format. Here is a sketch of a sequence of assignments within the category, summary. Most are exercises and can be managed within the space of a single class period, though the intermediary ones may require advance reading and revising. The sheer number of assignments may seem dauntingly large, but by selective pruning the whole sequence can be compressed into a week's worth of work if necessary, and expanded into several weeks' worth if desirable. (The Freshman Preparatory Program at UCLA has time to work with; some of our students are with the program for three consecutive quarters.)
Sequence of Assignments for Summary
All of the summary exercises ask students to abstract, compress, rephrase, and selectively quote material without editorializing upon it. But we conceive the summary sequence as a series of discrete problem-solving exercises of gradually increasing difficulty, and we arrange them so as both to call upon the strategies students have already practiced and to anticipate those ahead. As the sequence progresses, the decisions about what to select, combine, and ignore become more challenging, and students are more apt to see the choices available to them. The difficulty for students lies, first, in converting columns of figures to sentences and, second, in realizing that it is almost impossible to recount the figures without imposing an interpretation upon them. After a class discussion which reveals that the chart actually supports at least two conflicting interpretations, students are asked again to summarize it in a way that retains and balances the ambiguity. Exercise 8. Reading: a list of Immigration Laws, 1700-1980. The task builds on the interpretive discussion of the previous exercise in presenting summary in the service of argument. Here students are asked to se-lect those immigration laws relevant to a summary (within a larger argument) about the role immigration laws have played in U.S. foreign policy towards the Far East.
Such a format relies heavily upon repetition. But not, we hope, repetition of the stultifying sort associated with drill. Rather, students are asked quite literally to exercise-to stretch their ability to execute what is at first a relatively mechanical skill to the point where it becomes a versatile instrument, adaptable to a variety of situations and demands. Within the rhythm of problem-finding and problem-solving, students are much more likely to retain the organizing strategies they have learned from the inside out.
During the unit on summary, an instructor can address a variety of rhetorical and mechanical matters as they occur in the context of problems requiring summary. For example, questions involving quotation, paraphrase, and plagiarism usually arise early, and exercises in summary offer a commonsense forum for addressing them. The middle phases of the unit on summary also lend themselves to sentence-combining techniques, or, rather, to sentence-constructing techniques-for instead of working from artificially contrived "kernel" sentences, students will find themselves with ready-made kernels in notation form (here a half-quoted sentence, there a striking single word; here a clause-length paraphrase of a paragraph, there a string of sentences compressed into parallel phrases). Eventually, as students learn that there can be a wide range in the form of abstracts, they can be taught the differences between informal summaries and more rigorously constructed abstracts. When they have mastered the technique of sliding all details and examples out of texts, they can then be reintroduced to the function of particularly apt examples within the looser summaries they will be writing for most college courses.
A Recursive Approach
All these advantages may be sufficient to justify our claim that a sequence like that employed in UCLA's Freshman Preparatory Program is a good way to teach via repetition and exercise. But they may not do enough to make good the claim of "recursiveness" in our title. For further demonstration, we will turn back to exercise 6 in the summary sequence. First, however, notice that the sequence of eight exercises itself can be seen to recapitulate and anticipate the overall sequence of activities from definition to analysis and even argument. That larger sequence is perhaps not visible in each gradation of the summary sequence (each installment requires some sense of definition, and each exercise from the third onward calls upon analysis in the sense that the author's perspective must be sympathetically grasped), but we can see that the early exercises recall and re-use students' experience with seriation exercises while the later ones press them necessarily toward analytical interpretation and argument.
Exercise 6, "Four Types of Psychotherapy," is particularly interesting because it serves indirectly as one of the preliminaries to the two major activities to follow, classification and comparison/contrast. The reading material consists of four short (1-to 2-page) descriptions of psychotherapeutic "schools": psychoanalysis, reality therapy, client-centered therapy, and behaviorist therapy. The four passages are not neatly symmetrical; they vary in length, in the amount of detail, in format, and in tone. One of the passages is quite repetitious; only two of the four describe a typical session. Instructors have tried various strategies in dealing with this assignment. One option, compatible with the emphasis on writing as process, has been to provide students initially with only the minimal instruction they need in order to summarize the material. What results for the most part are rambling focus-less essays or, alternatively, four tight but unconnected capsules. Then, in workshop, group discussion, or individual conference, students articulate the dissatisfactions they feel with their own and others' summaries. What usually emerges from such discussions is the sense that their summaries, as yet, lack a coherence-giving purpose; by recognizing this need, the class, individually or collectively, moves toward classification and comparison as means of discovering and expressing such a purpose. Sometimes at this stage an instructor can intervene with a rephrasing of the assignment that contextualizes it (a shorter version of this exercise can begin with this instruction: "For a psychology course, you must summarize these four psychotherapies to help a prospective client choose among them").
Armed with this instruction, students begin to marshal their skills in summarizing toward this new purpose of comparison. More important, in the face of this new requirement, students begin to consult their finite repertoire of established techniques (or at least well-exercised ones). They may discover that they lack thumb-nail definitions of the separate types that would help to distinguish the psychotherapies one from another; they lack a general definition of "psychotherapy," something that could give direction to the whole enterprise; they can take advantage of their experience with seriation by describing the general movement of each therapy toward its overt or implicit goals; they could take further advantage of their skills in seriation by including parallel descriptions of how representative therapy sessions proceed for each type, if only they had descriptions of all four types of session (a teacher may intervene by placing representative case studies on reserve at the library, or by encouraging students to invent a typical session based on the information they have).
At its best, careful sequencing of writing activities can foster this sort of strategic agility. Rather than becoming conditioned reflexes triggered by a recognized signal, these techniques can serve as a portable inventory of strategies which may be coordinated with one another and continually adjusted to meet new demands. As students move out of this freshman program and into the free-for-all of academic writing, they take something solid with them. Faced in a history course with a discouragingly vague request such as "Discuss the ostensible causes of the French Revolution," students can quickly consult their organizational repertoire and formulate a set of options from which to choose. They might ask themselves questions like the following: Is there any one theoretical perspective that I find persuasive enough to serve as the basis of a sustained argument?
Some of these questions (and similar ones) will fetch only foggy answers. But one or more may call up substantial strands of information or valuable insights, while offering a coherent framework for controlling "discussion." And others may alert writers to sub-strategies which they can call upon to strengthen their main organizational choices.
As our examples suggest, we think that this sequence of cognitive and expository strategies is particularly useful in teaching cross-disciplinary writing. As the interest in cross-disciplinary programs grows stronger, the argument for such approaches-whether or not they take the specific form we have been urging here-grows stronger, too. Perhaps the most we can ask, finally, of an expository sequence is that it help make the opportunities for thinking, and thus for learning, systematically abundant. In its system of repetitions, gradations, and recursions, a sequence like the one we have been describing encour-
